Good day all. If earth were a heavenly spiritual dimension, and we were all spiritual beings, with a collection of woes that we carry on our way ~ and we were confronted with situations and foes alike that tormented us along our way ~ and we knew the Creator was watching our reactions every step along our way ~ how would we react? For I can tell you that many of us would act so differently that we would be ashamed to act without heavenly motivation. I can tell you that many of us would not even imagine to be afraid knowing the Creator governs the whole heavenly dimensions. And what we must learn to see, is the reality, that the earth is a part of God’s spiritual dimensions. What we must learn to see, is the reality, that the Creator is watching our every reactions. For only then will we be as the heavenly angels God intended us to always be. Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.